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Is your project on target from an IMPLEMENTATION standpoint?
If you answered “no” please explain:

☒

Yes

☐

No

Is your project on target from a BUDGET standpoint?
If you answered “no” please explain:

☒

Yes

☒

No

Based on what you know today, will you meet the objectives of your project on-time and on-budget?
If you answered “no” please explain:

☒

Yes

☐

No

Have you encountered any issues related to this project?
If you answered “yes” please explain:

☐

Yes

☒

No

☒ Yes ☐ No
Have you reached any conclusions related to this project that you would like to highlight?
If you answered “yes” please explain:
We were very pleased to be able to work with Dr. Nafziger to publish the Guide to the MRTN. This publication took a substantial
amount of effort with several drafts before it was finalized, but is truly a useful guide and we have gotten many compliments
including other states who have asked for it as well. The new MRTN app is also an achievement we are very pleased about.
Have you completed any outreach activities related this project? Or do you have any activities planned?
If you answered “yes” please explain and provide details for any upcoming outreach:
Please see the spreadsheet included in our report. We are currently planning another Nitrogen Webinar
with Dr. Nafziger later in February 2019 prior to the 2019 crop season. Although not in the 2018 meeting
spreadsheet, we also featured several NREC projects at the IFCA Convention on January 21, 2019.

☒

Yes

☐

No

Additional Notes:
Nitrate levels in all Illinois lakes were quite low this year including the most vulnerable one, Lake Vermilion. We do belie ve
that improvements in nitrogen rate, timing and overall management (i.e. not adding insurance or late applied N when it’s not
necessary) has in large part contributed to lower N levels in streams and thus in surface water supplies.
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Overview
The coordinators for this project are:
Dan Schaefer, IFCA Director of Nutrient Stewardship
Jason Solberg, IFCA Assistant Director of Stewardship Programs
John Pike, Pike Ag LLC
Jean Payne and Leslie Forrest, IFCA administrative support
The goal of this project is to provide support and coordination and implementation of

Cereal Rye Project

on-site work to manage the treatment protocols and assist with data collection for four

Outreach

University of Illinois NREC funded projects:

Budget

Douglas County N Management Systems in Tile Drained Fields (Gentry/Nafziger)

The publication featured
below was the result of
IFCA staff working with
Dr. Nafziger to develop a
comprehensive guide to
help farmers and the ag
retail industry understand
how the MRTN system
works and also why it has
replaced the former 1.2 lbs
per bushel of N nitrogen
recommendation system
used prior to the MRTN.

Evaluating INLRS Strategies, Piatt County (Gentry)
Comprehensive Corn Nitrogen Research Program (Nafziger)
Tracking Soil N & Availability (Nafziger)
Cereal Rye Ahead of Corn (Nafziger, Gentry)

Keep it 4R Crop Program
IFCA continues to work within priority watersheds to stay abreast of current nitrate levels
in Lakes Springfield, Decatur, Vermilion and Bloomington-Evergreen. We update the
water supply officials regarding nutrient utilization and soil nitrogen trends in their
watersheds and draw upon findings of on-going NREC projects to provide timely nitrogen
management recommendations to share with farmers and landowners in watersheds.
On October 23, 2018 IFCA partnered with the Sangamon County SWCD and City, Water,
Light & Power (CWLP) to organize a 4R field day in Auburn, IL where researchers
presented updates on nitrogen management based upon NREC research on nitrogen rates,
soil N tracking and the tile studies at Douglas and Piatt County projects. 98 people
attended the event. 63 active farmers from the area and
20 ag retailers and crop attended, as did employees
from CWLP. In 2018, nitrate levels in Lake
Springfield remained below 1 ppm all year and N levels
were low all year in all the drinking water supply lakes.
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Douglas County N Management Systems in Tile Drained Fields
This is the third crop year in which management of the site including field
preparation, maintenance, seed selection, planting, nutrient treatments and cover
crop treatments are being managed by Dan and Jason in coordination with
Lowell Gentry’s team. The transition from landlord/tenant to the site being
managed by the project team has greatly improved the efficiency and
performance of this site in terms of research as well as crop production results
for the landowners.
Soybeans were planted on May 8 and 9, and corn was planted May 11 and 12.
Dan and Jason performed all of the nutrient treatments at the site including fall
applied ammonia in 2017 and spring applied nitrogen treatments in 2018. There
was significant flooding at the site on June 12th and 13th. The fields received

Eric Miller making fall strips at
Douglas County Site.

over 7 inches of rain, causing
some yield loss in certain spots. Soybean harvest began on
September 30 and the corn was harvested October 13.
Dan visits regularly with the landowners Richard and Nancy
Searls to communicate on the cropping plans and developments. The work plan was fully accomplished and will
produce valuable water quality and cover crop data. We
Sept 30 Soybean Harvest. We harvest yield check
strips for each of the 18 treatment strips ahead of
the custom soybean harvest.

were able to fall apply ammonia in early November 2018
for the 2019 crop, the first treatment for the coming year.

Evaluating INLRS Strategies, Piatt County
This site includes two N rate trials. One trial is placed where there is no
cover crop and uses conventional tillage practices. A second trial looks at
varying N rates when cover crop and strip till is implemented. IFCA assisted
the farmer, Eric Miller, with the nutrient treatments, along with the other
NREC funded activities at this site, including a cereal rye cover/no cover
comparison. This site also serves as a demonstration site due to the multiple
IFCA’s strip freshener being used to
freshen the strips on Eric’s farm

management practices being implemented and studied at this site.
Interestingly, the data from the field tiles show nutrient levels below the
proposed N & P numeric criteria being considered by the INLRS.
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Comprehensive Corn Nitrogen Research Program
This project continues to expand the geographic network of nitrogen rate trials to update the Illinois Nitrogen
This project focuses on implementing on-farm nitrogen rate trials to evaluate corn response to nitrogen using
Rate Calculator
for all regions
of the state.
doing
we identify
farmers
to participate
theNitrogen
trials, and
work
various
nitrogen timings
and treatments,
andInthe
dataso
collected
at harvest
is used
to updateinthe
Rate
closely with
farmers to ensuresouth,
that the
research
conducted
onand
theirthe
farms
not impede
their crop
proCalculator
forthe
Illinois—including
central,
northern
regions
Lakedoes
Springfield
watershed
region.
duction activities. In 2018, the project team of Dan, Jason and John implemented 57 nitrogen rate trials.
InLocations
2018 Dan,
and John
Pike
implemented
rate trials.
Theingoal this year was to continue to expand
areJason
indicated
on the
map
(right). We ____
were N
extremely
busy
the geographic areas of the trials and involve new participants in the projects. This year, 30% of the farmers are
May and June since April provided little to no opportunity for nutrient
implementing N rate trails for the first time on their fields. This makes for a nice mix of new trials combined
applications,
so we
had attothe
work
closely
with the
farmers
(whovariability
were
with
multiple year
trails
same
site, which
helps
to assess
of N rates year to year even on the
very fields.
focused on planting ) in order to coordinate the work and get the
same
equipment where it was needed on a daily basis. For the Central and
Given
the cold
conditions
in April,
the workwere
thisvaried
year was
compressed
Northern
regions,
the nitrogen
treatments
with
16% beinginto a May-June timeframe and it was
challenging to coordinate the treatments with farmers who were focused on planting and getting the equipment
fall only, 28% a fall/spring split, 12% spring only and 44% a sidewhere it needed to be, constantly dodging rain showers. But all planned trials were implemented and all treatdress were
only completed
application.and we are now assessing the corn development and taking aerial photos of many of the
ments
sites to facilitate outreach on the projects.
In the S IL region, all of the treatments were at planting or side-dress.
Expenses: The project is a considerable part of the overall budget since it includes use of the IFCA leased tracThere were 13 trials located in southern Illinois alone, and we plan on
tor and transportation of the tractor, along with fuel and use of IFCA tool bars for the treatments. Labor costs
continuing
the and
southJohn’s
next year.
performed
attributed
to trials
Dan, in
Jason
time, N-WATCH
and mileageistoalso
meet
with the farmers or farmer and retailer initially as
well
as travel
to N
therate
sites
to sites
implement
theevaluate
trials. the movement of
at many
of the
trial
to better
nitrogen in the soil within various nitrogen rates, timings and
NREC’s investment in the project since 2013 has enabled a strong database of nitrogen rate response data which
treatments.
has made it possible for Dr. Nafziger to provide yearly and substantial updates to the Illinois Nitrogen Rate Calculator. This project has also produced valuable corn yield data since different nitrogen timings and sources of
cropthis
conditions
the trial
locationsinwere
all good.
trials were
by late
wind or
NFor
arethe
alsomost
usedpart
within
project. at
Given
the interest
N rates
from aFour
agronomic
and damaged
nutrient loss
perspective,
IFCA
staff
with Dr.
to develop
Guide
the MRTN
which
explains the science
behind
storms,
butworked
information
wasNafziger
still collected
from athe
sitestowhere
the crop
was salvageable.
The trials
from the
MRTN
and
why
its
utilization
is
important
to
meet
economic,
agronomic
and
societal
goals
with
regard
to re2018 produced another robust dataset to update the Nitrogen Rate Calculator and allow older yield response
sponsible nitrogen use on corn. Please see the Outreach section of this report for more information on the
data to be removed from the Calculator.
MRTN Guide.

Pictures above show the same N rate trial in Champaign County. One is of the sidedress
NH3 applications, the other an aerial photo displaying the N deficient zones within the trial
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Comprehensive Corn Nitrogen Research Program Continued...
The yield response graph to the right is from the
N rate trial location from the previous page. The
graph is representative of what we saw among many
of the trials this year. As Emerson stated in one of
his UI bulletins, “We think that mineralization of
organic matter to provide N to the plants began
slowly due to low soil temperatures in April, and
that might have lowered yields at low N rates, and
also may have produced N responses up to higher
fertilizer rates in some cases.” The funding and
implementation of these trials allow us to continue
to examine trends that impact nitrogen utilization.
Our project team worked closely with Dr. Nafziger to develop a written guide
from NREC entitled “Using the Maximum Return to Nitrogen (MRTN)
Recommendation System in Illinois.” This guide is based upon the work
produced by this project. A preliminary printing of the Guide was provided at
a grower/industry conference on June 19 and a final version of the guide was
printed in September 2018 for distribution in print and digital formats. To
date, over 2,000 copies have been distributed through meetings, presentations, and distributed at the CCA and IFCA annual conventions, as well as
copies mailed to every SWCD within the state.

Also, a new version of the MRTN Rate Calculator Apple App was released this
year. The updates include new calculation formulas for Emerson’s data, a fix to
outdated coding, auto screen scaling and new logos. The goal of the new
app was to make it as easy as possible for a person to enter their N information
for a single rate, or split rate, and obtain an optimum MRTN value for their field.
Dennis Bowman at UI Extension assisted IFCA with the updates to this App and
demonstrated how to use the app at the 4R Field day on October 23. Instructions
for using the App are also posted at www.ifca.com.
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Tracking Soil Nitrogen Availability
This project evaluates soil nitrate levels and crop utilization of nitrogen throughout the growing season.
The sites are on-farm sites located in McLean, Ford and Christian counties. Each site includes a N rate trial and
each trial has four different nitrogen treatments: fall, pre-plant, at planting and
sidedress. Dan and Jason meet with the farmers and put in all the nitrogen
treatments. Then within each trial, Dan and Jason flag the areas for soil
sampling, which Dr. Nafziger then coordinates, and each site is sampled four
times throughout the season. This project has provided valuable information
for in-season nitrogen bulletins in particular when weather conditions raise
questions about nitrogen loss or nitrogen availability.
This is the final year for this project. It has provided extremely valuable
information on nitrogen movement based on timing of application and impact of
weather, temperatures and crop utilization and the next step is to work to
implement the data into future N models that can provide a level of confidence Hand harvesting different treatments at
to the industry on soil N availability throughout the growing season.

the Christian County tracking site.

Cereal Rye Ahead of Corn: Evaluating Nitrogen Catch & Release
This project evaluates the most effective timing of cover crop termination and resulting impact on a corn crop.
It is also seeking to determine when and how much nitrogen sequestered by the cereal rye might be released
back to the crop and when. There are two research sites currently in corn (one field following corn, one
following soybean) both in Champaign County.
Dan and Jason ensure timely planting of the cover crop in the fall, termination at three different timings in the
spring, and they perform the nitrogen treatments and coordinate with the farmer on planting of the cash crop.
At these sites there are three nitrogen treatments:
fall, pre-plant, and at planting and side-dress.
For the 2018 crop, the cereal rye was planted on
October 30, 2017. See next page for more on this
project.
To the right is a picture of the UI team on April 25. They
are taking biomass samples of the cereal rye ahead of
theT2, second termination.
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Cereal Rye Ahead of Corn: Evaluating Nitrogen Catch & Release
Fisher Experimental Design

The team terminated the cereal rye in three different

T2

locations, on three different dates at both sites:

T1

N

Rep 3
NC

Termination #1 on April 11, 2018

T3

Rep 2

T1

N Treatments

NC

N1 = 100/50/50
N2 = 0/50/150
N3 = 200 Spring

T2

Termination #2 on April 26, 2018
Termination #3 on May 2, 2018

T3
T3
NC

At both sites, nitrogen was applied four times: on Nov 20,

Rep 1
T2
T1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Monticello Rd - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2017; pre-plant on April 13, at planting on May 2 and side
dressed on May 17.
Corn harvest took place on September 19 at the Fisher site
and October 10 at the Christian site.
The images shown are of the Treatment-Layout Maps as
well as the Yield Strip Maps that PAQ Interactive
generated. In addition to mapping, flagging, managing
and harvesting the sites, Dan and Jason are also
responsible for gathering the yield data and working with
PAQ to create the yield maps shown.

The yield maps give better insight as to why the yields turned out the way they did, and allow for further
investigation within individual strips.
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Outreach Activities
Presentations & Webinars: Below is a spreadsheet of meetings in 2018 where Dan, Jason, John or
Jean spoke and provided updates on these NREC projects and their importance in the context of the
Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy.

IFCA organized a webinar on February 9, 2018 with Dr. Nafziger to provide guidance on
management of nitrogen in the spring of 2018, using information from NREC research to provide
recommendations and observations on nitrogen utilization. Dr. Nafziger published Bulletins on
April 10, April 11 and June 14 with guidance on nitrogen uptake, nitrogen applications and crop
conditions. IFCA organized a 2nd webinar with Dr. Nafziger on October 19, 2018 and the IFCA
website and a follow-up bulletin was posted on the site emphasizing notes on fall 2018 fertilization.
A final bulletin was posted also detailing the N response trends from all of the trials in 2018. The
IFCA website under the “Keep it 4R Crop” menu now features results from all the 2018 N rate trials
(as well as trials going back to 2014) along with nutrient bulletins published by Dr. Nafziger. The
MRTN guide and Cover Crop Guide is also available on the IFCA website.
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Budget
Page 7
Industry/University Research Partnership January - December 2018

N Rate Trials
Soil N Tracking
Douglas County
Piatt County
N WATCH
Cover Crops

Labor Mileage Equipment Supplies & Services Farmer Payments
141,865
31,430
32,575
34,945
60,000
22,012
3,845
11,100
11,945
6,000
28,660
1,922
8,724
124
9,450
1,153
4,705
210
14,120
5,310
0
20,385
41,675
2,111
12,153
9,218
8,000

Subtotal

257,782

45,771

69,257

76,827

74,000

Subtotal
300,815
54,902
39,430
15,518
39,815
73,157

Budget
287,685
54,970
32,890
15,196
40,925
63,003

523,637

494,669
-28,968

The budget above includes expenses incurred from January 1, 2018—December 31, 2018.
Thank you for your review of final report for 2018. IFCA continues to provide additional labor
and overhead expenses including computers, phone, office supplies and Jean’s time on projects
(such as development of the MRTN Guide) and mileage to outreach meetings where she also
discusses the projects and provides updates to many stakeholders. If you have any questions
please contact me at (217) 202-5173. I am happy to provide an oral report on this work to the
NREC Council at any time. On behalf of IFCA, I thank the Council for allowing us to help
facilitate important nutrient research and outreach work in Illinois as we work to meet the goals of
the INLRS and assure the profitability of Illinois farmers.

Daniel J. Schaefer, Director of Nutrient Stewardship
Illinois Fertilizer & Chemical Association

